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Memo to Board and Parties:

Enclosed please find CBG's direct testimony for the upcoming
safety hearings.

PJ ease note that Exhibits C-I-7 through C-I-10, and C-III-8,
are not included herein because they were previously filed in
CBG's summary disposition respbnses. Exhibit C-I-11 is likewise
not being enclosed because it is presumed all participants have
copies; if that is not the case, please notify us. Exhibits C-I-12
and -J.3 are the basic film footage of BORAX and SP ERT; if. parties
do not otherwise have access to them and desire previewing, please
let us know.*

Note that two witnesses have been included to address the
accident consequence matter recently included by the Board in
the upcoming hearing. Note also that CBG still has been unable
to confirm Professor Warf's availability. We were able t o confirm
before CBG's direct case was moved to October that Dr. Warf was
not available in July. He remains hard to reach, in the Far East;
we only know that he is returning tothis countrysometime this fall,
but the precise time expected back is not known at this time.

Note also that because of uncertainties as to specific
availabilities during the three weeks of hearings scheduled for
four months from now, it is expected that a some of the proposed
panelists will not in f act testify with particular panels, due to
scheduling conflicts that cannot be anticipated so.far in advance.
For that reason, the panels have been specifically constructed
so that loss of a particular witness should not affect the
ability of the panel to address the matters at hand, as there is a
considerable cross-over. Panei chaitpersons will be announced
when availabilities are'more clear.

submitted,
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President
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cc: service list

* Certain photos taken within NEL are not being pre-filed, in keeping
with the Board's protective order; they will be once UCLA has had a
chance to review them. _
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